Shared Infrastructure

- Exec Director of Shared Infrastructure: Welker, Edward
- SOC Director: Johnson, Martin
- Platform Engineering Director: Hoyt, Justin
- Network Engineering Director: Hager, Craig
- Enterprise Engineering Director: Zweifel, Daniel
Shared Infrastructure: Platform Engineering

- **Director, Shared Infrastructure**: Hoyt, Justin
  - **Architect**: Igney, Troy
  - **DR/DIC Analyst**: Mack, Harold
  - **Project Management**: Dorhman, Darrell
  - **Database and Platform**:
    - Johnson, Jim (Assistant Director, Shared Infrastructure)
    - Ahearn, Michael (Systems Engineer IV)
    - Bhattacharya, Aryadeb (Systems Engineer III)
    - Kraushaar, Jaakan (Systems Engineer II)
    - Safford, Michael (Systems Engineer II)
  - **Pediatrics & Surgery**:
    - Wiley, Geoff (Network Systems Administrator)
    - OPEN (Fitzgerald) (Tech Support Analyst III)
  - **Cloud, Servers, & Storage**:
    - Bailey, John (Manager of IT Cloud)
    - Sultar, Eric (System Engineer III - Public Cloud Integration)
    - Brines, Jeb (Systems Engineer II)
    - Chandler, William (Systems Engineer III)
    - Utziker, David (Systems Engineer III)
    - Williams, Jeemiah (Systems Engineer II)
    - Oliveira, Kris (Systems Engineer III)
    - Ingram, Brian (Systems Engineer IV)
    - Thompson, Michael (Systems Engineer II)
  - **Servers and Storage**:
    - OPEN (Woods) (Manager, Shared Infrastructure)